Transgenesis of Tol2-mediated seamlessly constructed BAC mammary gland expression vectors in Mus musculus.
Bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) are vectors that are capable of carrying gene fragments of up to 300 kb in size, and in theory, harbor cis-regulatory elements that are necessary for the expression of specific genes. Therefore, BACs can effectively alleviate or even eliminate the position effect induced by gene-integration, rendering these as ideal expression vectors of exogenous genes. However, the number of relevant studies involving BACs as vectors of exogenous genes are limited. In the present study, we converted the BAC regulatory region of the Mus musculus Wap gene into a mammary gland-specific expression vector. Using the galK-based positive-negative selection method, we seamlessly replaced the Wap gene in a BAC with Homo sapiens GPX3, MT2, and Luc genes while keeping the original mammary gland-specific regulatory sequence intact, without introducing any extra sequences (Loxp/Frt). To improve the efficiency of creating BAC transgenic mice, we used a Tol2 transposon system optimized for mammalian codons and eliminated 100 kb of sequence from the BAC 5' end (173 kb), which resulted in an 8.5% rate of successful gene transmission via pronuclear injection. The results of the present study indicate that seamlessly constructed BAC expression vectors can be used for the transmission of the GPX3 gene.